How It Ends

Will videochats Sam the next morning when strange noises on her end disrupt the call. Unable to fly out of the airport,
Will heads back to see.Action Forest Whitaker and Grace Dove in How It Ends () Theo James in How It Ends () Grace
Dove in How It Ends () Theo James in How It Ends () ?How It Ends - ?How It Ends () - ?Theo James in How It Ends ?User Reviews.When a mysterious disaster turns the country into a war zone, a young lawyer heads west with his future
father-in-law to find his pregnant fiancee. ADDITIONAL VIDEOS How It Ends. Theo James ("Divergent") and Oscar
winner Forest Whitaker star in this apocalyptic action thriller.22 Jun - 3 min - Uploaded by Netflix As a mysterious
apocalypse causes the spread of misinformation and violence, a man and his.How It Ends is a American action disaster
thriller film directed by David M. Rosenthal and written by Brooks McLaren. The film stars Theo James, Forest ?Kat
Graham - ?Theo James - ?Grace Dove - ?Mark O'Brien.How It Ends would have been well served to ask itself a few big
questions. July 13 There are no featured reviews for How It Ends at this time.The interminable slog of Netflix's How It
Ends had me thinking about endings in general. How it felt like the close of this film would never come.2 days ago
Spoiler alert: The following post contains spoilers regarding the ending of Netflix's How It Ends. Although, truly, this
movie cannot be spoiled.How It Ends movie reviews & Metacritic score: A desperate father tries to return home to his
pregnant wife after a mysterious apocalyptic event.How It Ends is a laundry list of the paranoid male power fantasies
that, when social restraints buckle, burst to the forefront. This is a topic ripe for.How It Ends is most interesting when
you consider the implications of its title, which refers to much more than the apocalyptic event that serves.That's the
basic setup of How It Ends, an upcoming apocalyptic disaster movie from Netflix. It's directed by David M. Rosenthal,
and Forest.Violent, profanity-filled tale lacks logic and resolution. Read Common Sense Media's How It Ends review,
age rating, and parents guide.Netflix's post-apocalyptic action-thriller, How It Ends, doesn't know why it's here or why
you should watch it.Certainly, there's nothing wrong with how itbegins. In fact, the first 20 minutes or so of How It Ends
are solid, filled as they are with mystery.Spoilers ahead. For a film with a title that deals with endings, the finale of How
it Ends is surprisingly vague. Netflix's new action thriller follows.Theo James and Forest Whitaker go for a long drive to
nowhere in Netflix's new apocalyptic thriller 'How It Ends.'.The new trailer, poster and synopsis for upcoming Netflix
film How It Ends looks like the streaming service giant is about to have yet another big hit on their.Netflix has released
a brand new trailer for their upcoming apocalyptic film How It Ends, which stars Theo James and Forest Whitaker. They
are.How It Ends tries to balance drama and thrills with a sci-fi premise, but ultimately fails to deliver in this bland but
beautiful apocalypse film.Forest Whitaker, Theo James and Kat Graham star in Netflix's new How It Ends trailer, which
pits a dad and husband against the apocalypse.
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